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Director Field Analysis to Explore Local White
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Abstract. In diffusion MRI, a tensor field or a spherical function field,
e.g., an Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) field, are estimated
from measured diffusion weighted images. In this paper, inspired by
microscopic theoretical treatment of phases in liquid crystals, we intro-
duce a novel mathematical framework, called Director Field Analysis
(DFA), to study local geometric structural information of white matter
from the estimated tensor field or spherical function field. 1) We pro-
pose Orientational Order (OO) and Orientational Dispersion (OD) in-
dices to describe the degree of alignment and dispersion of a spherical
function in each voxel; 2) We estimate a local orthogonal coordinate
frame in each voxel with anisotropic diffusion; 3) Finally, we define
three indices to describe three types of orientational distortion (splay,
bend, and twist) in a local spatial neighborhood, and a total distor-
tion index to describe distortions of all three types. To our knowledge,
this is the first work to quantitatively describe orientational distortion
(splay, bend, and twist) in diffusion MRI. The proposed scalar indices
are useful to detect local geometric changes of white matter for voxel-
based or tract-based analysis in both DTI and HARDI acquisitions.

1 Introduction

Diffusion MRI is a unique non-invasive imaging technique to explore white
matter in human brain. Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) [3] is used to recon-
struct a tensor field from diffusion weighted images (DWIs). High Angular
Resolution Diffusion Imaging [13], without the assumption of Gaussian dif-
fusion, is used to reconstruct a general function field from DWIs, e.g., an
Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) or Ensemble Average Propagator
(EAP) field. Exploring meaningful information from the reconstructed ten-
sor field or spherical function field is of interest in many application areas,
which makes diffusion MRI a powerful means to study white matter.

Some scalar indices have been proposed to be estimated voxel-wise
from tensors/ODFs/EAPs. For DTI, the mean diffusivity and Fractional
Anisotropy (FA) are widely used biologically meaningful descriptors [8].
For HARDI, the generalized FA [13], Orientation Dispersion (OD) [14], etc.,
were proposed for ODFs and EAPs. Some existing works have extracted lo-
cal geometric information by considering spatial gradients of tensor field. [7]
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demonstrated that the norm of the spatial gradient of the tensor field can be
useful for detecting boundaries between white matter, CSF and grey matter.
[5] proposed tangents of scalar invariants and rotation tangents which are
2nd order tensors, and also proposed projecting the 3rd order spatial gra-
dient tensor onto these 2nd order tangents to obtain the spatial direction
with the largest change of scalar indices or rotation of tensors. Based on
the rotation tangents of tensors, [10] proposed fiber curving and fiber dis-
persion indices. These studies are all based on spatial gradients of tensor
fields from DTI. However, to our knowledge, there is no work making con-
nections between general spherical function fields from HARDI data and
local geometric structure (splay, bend and twist) of white matter.

Torsion and curvature of a fiber tract [2] were proposed based on the
Frenet frame along the tract. [12] used Frenet frame as a prior to regularize
the data and estimate ODFs in voxels. These works on the Frenet frame
studied geometric information along a single tract. However, tractography is
known to be sensitive to a large number of parameters, and any flaws in the
reconstructed tracts due to noise or parameter selection will inevitably be
reflected in the subsequently extracted geometric information. [9] proposed
moving frames determined by the geometry of cardiac data, and calculated
Maurer-Cartan connections. However this method cannot work for general
diffusion MRI data, and did not consider the sign ambiguity in the frame.

Orientational order parameter is well-established to describe the degree
of alignment in liquid crystals [1]. [11] calculated the order parameter map
by estimating variance of microscopic diffusion parameters from the con-
trast between signals measured by directional and isotropic diffusion en-
coding. However, it cannot be used for general DTI and HARDI data.

In this paper, inspired by theoretical analysis of orientation and distor-
tion for liquid crystals, we propose a unified framework, called Director
Field Analysis (DFA), to study local geometric information of white mat-
ter. DFA works for both tensor field from DTI and spherical function field
from HARDI. At the voxel level, 1) the Orientational Order index (OO) is
defined for the spherical function in voxel with a given axis, e.g., the ODF
with the principal direction, and the Orientational Dispersion index (OD) is
defined as 1�OO. 2) The principal direction is extracted from the spheri-
cal function in a anisotropic voxel. In a local neighborhood level, 1) a local
orthogonal frame is defined for each anisotropic voxel with the first axis
as the extracted principal direction; 2) three distortion indices (splay, bend,
twist) and a total distortion index are defined based on spatial directional
derivatives of the principal direction.

2 Method: Director Field Analysis

2.1 Orientational Order and Dispersion

The NODDI model is increasingly used to study neurite orientation dis-
persion [14]. NODDI uses the Watson distribution in Eq. (1) to model the
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orientation distribution function with a single orientation,

f (u j n) =
1

4π M(1=2;3=2;κ)
exp(κ(uT n)2); u 2 S

2 (1)

where M is the confluent hypergeometric function, n 2 S
2 is a given axis.

Note that the original formula in [14], which has no unit integral in S
2,

missed 4π. An orientation dispersion index (OD) was defined as ODw =
2
π

arctan( 1
κ
), where we denote it as ODw because it can not be used for ODFs

with general shapes, with more than one peak.
For a general spherical function f (u), u2 S

2, we propose the orientational
order index (OO) from the theory of liquid crystals [1]1 to describe the ori-
entation or dispersion of a general spherical function along a given axis n:

OO(n) =
Z

u2S2
P2(uT n) f (u)dS =

Z
S2

3(uT n)2 �1
2

f (u)dS (2)

where P2 is the second-order Legendre polynomial. By definition Eq. (2) is an
integral transform in S

2 which converts f (u) to another spherical function
OO(n), and the kernel is P2(uT n), similar to the Funk-Radon transform used
in Q-Ball imaging [13], where the kernel is δ (uT n). We call Eq. (2) the Ori-
entational Order Transform (OOT). Although OO(n) is a spherical function,
it is a scalar index when n is chosen as a physically meaningful axis, e.g.,
f (u) takes its maximal value at n. Let θ be the angle between u and axis
n, then P2(uT n) = 3cos2 θ�1

2 . Thus if f (u) is a Probability Density Function
(PDF) in sphere, then OO is h 3cos2 θ�1

2 i, where h�i signifies the expectation
operation. hcos2 θi is the expectation of squared projected length of u onto
the axis n. By definition, when f (u) is a PDF, then we have OO 2 [�0:5;1].
If f (u) = δ (uT n� 1), i.e. the delta function along n axis, then OO = 1. If
f (u) = 0, 8u 2 S

2 such that uT n 6= 0, then OO = �0:5. If f (u) is the isotropic
PDF, i.e. f (u) = 1

4π
, then OO = 0. In practice, if we choose the axis n such

that f (u) takes its global maximal value, then OO is normally non-negative.
We define the orientational dispersion, OD = 1�OO. Then OD 2 [0;1:5].

Axisymmetric spherical functions. When f (u) is axisymmetric, and
its axis is given by n0, i.e., f (u) = f 0(uT n0), where f 0(x) is the corresponding
scalar function defined in [�1;1], then OOT has a closed form:

OO(n) =
Z

π

0

�Z 2π

0
P2(cosθ cos t + sinθ cos t sinφ)dt

�
f 0(cosθ)dθ

=
(1+3cos(2φ))π

2
a2 =

1+3cos(2φ)

4
OO(n0) (3)

where φ = arccos(jnT n0j) is the angle between n and the axis n0, and a2 =R 1
�1 P2(x) f 0(x)dx is the second-order Legendre coefficient of f 0(x). Note that if

a2 > 0, when n = n0, φ = 0, then OO = 2πa2 is the global maximum of OO(n).

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid crystal

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid_crystal
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Fig. 1. Left: dispersion indices of a Watson distribution as functions of κ.
Right: OO and FA of prolate tensors (λ2 = λ3) as functions of λ1

λ2
.

In the following paper, without any ambiguity, we will use OO to denote
OO(n0) for axisymmetric spherical functions.

Watson distributions. The Watson distribution defined in Eq. (1) is
axisymmetric with the axis n0. Thus, based on the above analysis of ax-
isymmetric spherical functions, we have OO(n) = 1+3cos(2φ)

4 OO, and

OO =
3eκ

2
p

κπ Erfi(
p

κ)
� 3+2κ

4κ
(4)

where Erfi(x) = 2p
π

R x
0 exp(t2)dt is the imaginary error function. Then OD =

1�OO. The left part of Fig. 1 shows the above OD and ODw as functions of
κ, where the axis n is set as the Watson distribution’s axis. Both dispersion
indices decrease as κ increases. Based on the derivation of κ, ODw is more
sensitive for changes of κ when κ is small (< 2), while it is less sensitive
when κ is large (> 2). Compared with ODw, the change of OD is smoother
for the change of κ over the entire range of κ.

Tensors. For a tensor D in DTI, OOT is defined for its ODF, i.e.,

Φ(u j D) =
1

4πjDj 1
2

1

(uT D�1u)
3
2
: (5)

which is a PDF on the unit sphere. When the three eigenvalues of D satis-
fies λ1 > λ2 = λ3 > 0, Φ(u j D) is axisymmetric with the axis v1 that is the
principal eigenvector of D. OOT has a closed-form expression in Eq. (3), and

OO =

p
λ1�λ2(2λ1 +λ2)�3λ1

p
λ2 arctan

�q
λ1�λ2

λ2

�
2(λ1�λ2)

3
2

: (6)

The right panel of Fig. 1 shows OO and FA as functions of λ1=λ2, where
we set n = v1. Both OO and FA increases as λ1=λ2 increases. Thus OO can
be seen as a type of anisotropy index for tensors. For general tensors with
λ1 > λ2 > λ3, no such closed form solution like Eq. (6) and Eq. (3) exist, but we
can calculate OO using the spherical harmonic representation of the ODF.

Spherical harmonic representation. For a general spherical function
f (u), OO and OD can be analytically calculated from its rotated spherical
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Fig. 2. OO for mixture tensor model. Left: OO as a function of the angle
between two tensor components. Right: ODF glyphs for different crossing
angles, where the yellow tube shows the y-axis to calculate OO.

harmonic coefficients. Considering f (u) is a real function in sphere, it can
always be linearly represented by the real Spherical Harmonic (SH) basis
fY m

l (u)g, i.e., f (u) =∑l;m cm
l Y m

l (u), where Y m
l (u) is the real Spherical Harmonic

(SH) basis. For any rotation matrix, the SH coefficients of the rotated func-
tion can be calculated with very high accuracy based on Wigner D-matrix 2,
or based on fitting rotated function samples [6]. Let R be the rotation matrix
which rotates the axis n to z-axis, and fam

l g be the real SH coefficients of the
rotated function (R f )(u) = f (R�1u), considering the orthogonality of real SH

basis and Y 0
2 (θ ;φ) =

q
5

4π
P2(cosθ), we have

OO(n) =
Z

u2S2
P2(uT n) f (u)dS =

Z
u2S2

P2(cosθ)∑
l;m

am
l Y m

l (θ ;φ)dS =

r
4π

5
a0

2 (7)

Note that OO(n) is only determined by the rotated SH coefficient a0
2 which

is only related to fcm
2 g�2�m�2 and the axis n, based on the property of the SH

basis. Thus OO(n) is only related to the SH coefficients of f (u) with l = 2.
Mixture model. OOT in Eq. (2) is a linear transform. Thus if f (u) =

∑i wi fi(u) is the ODF of a mixture of models, where fi(u) is the ODF for the i-
th model, and wi is the weight, then OO(n) = ∑i wiOOi(n) is a mixture of OO
functions. Fig. 2 illustrates OO for a two-tensor model with a crossing angle
φ , where two tensors share the same eigenvalues [1:7;0:2;0:2]� 10�3mm2=s,
the weights are 0:5 and 0:5, and one tensor component is along y-axis and
the other one rotates from y-axis to x-axis. Based on Eq. (3) and Eq. (6), OO
for the mixture model can be analytically calculated.

2.2 Director and Local Orthogonal Frame

In a voxel with anisotropic diffusion, the orientations where the anisotropic
ODF takes its local peak (i.e., local maximal values) are normally considered
as local fiber directions in that voxel. A normal peak detection algorithm for

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical harmonics

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_harmonics
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splay bend twist

Fig. 3. Demonstration of three types of distortions.

ODFs performs a grid search in a spherical mesh, then refines the solution
using a gradient ascent on the continuous sphere. In order to avoid includ-
ing small peaks produced by noise, only peaks whose value larger than a
threshold percentage (e.g., 0.5) of the largest ODF value are counted.

We define a director as a vector v which is equivalent to its negative �v.
Normally ODFs are antipodally symmetric, thus a peak is a director. Af-
ter peak detection, for each voxel x, we obtain a discrete spherical function
g(u;x) = ∑i f (ui;x)δ (u� ui) from the continuous spherical function f (u;x),
where fuig are local peaks. This discrete spherical function field is called a
director field, or peak field. We propose extracting a local orthogonal frame
in each anisotropic voxel from the detected peak field. The orthogonal frame
has three orthogonal orientations. The first orientation is the principal di-
rection where the ODF takes its global maximum u1, i.e. f (u1;x) > f (ui;x),
8i 6= 1. We call it the principal director of the anisotropic voxel. The other
two orientations are in the orthogonal plane of the principal direction. Con-
sidering f (u) is normally antipodally symmetric in diffusion MRI, all these
orientations are equivalent with their antipodal ones. Thus, we define a
weighted sum of dyadic tensors in voxel x:

Tx = ∑
y2Ωx

∑
i

w(y;x) f (ui;y)(ui � (uT
i u1)u1)(ui � (uT

i u1)u1)
T (8)

where Ωx is a local neighborhood of voxel x, w(y;x) is the spatial weight
which is normally set to be proportional to exp(� ky�xk2

2σ2 ), δ which is normally
set as 1 voxel controls spatial weight concentration, (ui � (uT

i u1)u1)(ui �
(uT

i u1)u1)
T is the outer product of the projected orientation ui onto the or-

thogonal plane of u1. Tx has at most two non-zero eigenvalues, because it
is defined in the orthogonal plane. The eigenvector for the largest absolute
eigenvalue is set as the second orientation of the orthogonal frame. The
third orientation in the orthogonal frame is set as the cross product of the
first two orientations. Note that the proposed local orthogonal frame deter-
mined by the local change of principal director, is different from the moving
frame in [9], which is determined by heart geometry.

2.3 Local Distortion Indices: Splay, Bend, and Twist

There are three types of distortions 1 for the director field as demonstrated
in Fig. 3. 1) splay: bending occurs perpendicular to the director. 2) bend: the
distortion is parallel to the director and molecular axis. 3) twist: neighboring
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directors are rotated with respect to one another, rather than aligned. These
three fundamental distortions can describe complex geometric patterns.

With the local orthogonal frame fu1(x);u2(x);u3(x)g obtained at each
anisotropic voxel x, we propose three scalar indices to describe the three
types of local orientational distortions of white matter, and a total distor-
tion index as:

Splay index: s =

s
(uT

2
∂u1

∂u2
)2 +(uT

3
∂u1

∂u3
)2 (9)

Bend index: b =

s
(uT

2
∂u1

∂u1
)2 +(uT

3
∂u1

∂u1
)2 (10)

Twist index: t =

s
(uT

2
∂u1

∂u3
)2 +(uT

3
∂u1

∂u2
)2 (11)

Total distortion index: d =
p

s2 +b2 + t2 (12)

where ∂u1
∂ui

, i= 1;2;3, is the spatial directional derivative of director field u1(x)
respectively along ui, i.e.,

∂u1

∂ui
= lim

k!0

u1(x+ kui)�u1(x� kui)

2k
(13)

We define these indices using squared value of uT
j

∂u1
∂ui

to avoid the sign am-

biguity of fuig and f ∂u1
∂ui

g.
It is challenging to numerically calculate the three spatial directional

derivatives f ∂u1
∂ui

g, because the extracted local coordinate frame fui(x)g is
ambiguous with respect to its sign. In other words, ui is equivalent to
�ui.We propose calculating the above spatial directional derivatives using
rotation matrices. See Algorithm 1. The algorithm first calculates three ro-
tation matrices respectively along x, y, z axes, which is analogous to the
spatial gradient of a vector field. Then ∂u1

∂ui
is numerically approximated by

u1(x+ ui)� u1(x� ui), where u1(x+ ui) and u1(x� ui) are approximated by
the weighted mean of three rotated vectors along three axes. After f ∂u1

∂ui
g

are obtained, we can calculate the above four indices in Eq. (9), Eq. (10)
and Eq. (11), and Eq. (12), from the directional derivatives.

3 Experiments

Synthetic data experiments. Fig. 4 demonstrated these four distortion
indices calculated from idealized tensor fields. The tensors were visualized
using superquadric tensor glyphs. Fig. 4 showed that 1) the four indices only
depend on the orientations, not on the tensor or ODF shape; 2) splay, bend,
twist indices provide complementary information about the orientational
change, which demonstrate different types of orientational distortions. Note
that the twist index for the third tensor field is actually a constant, the index
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Algorithm 1: Calculation of spatial directional derivatives.
Input: A local orthogonal frame field fu1(x);u2(x);u3(x)g
Output: Three spatial directional derivatives ∂u1

∂ui
, i = 1;2;3.

// Calculate three rotational matrices fMig, i = 1;2;3 ;
o1 = [1;0;0]T , o2 = [0;1;0]T , o3 = [0;0;1]T ;
for i = 1;2;3 do

v1 = u1(x+oi), v0 = u1(x�oi) ;
v2 = (v1 +v0)=2, v2 = v2

kv2k
;

Calculate rotation matrix Mi which rotates v2 to v1 ;
end
// Calculate spatial directional derivatives from rotation matrices ;
for i = 1;2;3 do

for j = 1;2;3 do
ui; j = uT

i o j ;
if ui; j � 0 then

p j = ui; jM ju1, n j = ui; jMT
j u1 ;

else
p j =�ui; jMT

j u1, n j =�ui; jM ju1 ;
end

end
p0 = p1 +p2 +p3, p0 =

p0
kp0k

;
n0 = n1 +n2 +n3, n0 = n0

kn0k
;

if kp0�n0k � kp0 +n0k then
∂u1
∂ui

= p0�n0

else
∂u1
∂ui

= p0 +n0

end
end

value around the boundary is different due to the Neumann boundary con-
dition used in the calculation. Although the results in Fig. 4 are for tensor
fields, the distortion indices are actually determined by the local orthogonal
frame field that can be calculated from a general spherical function field.

We compared the four distortion indices with the curving and dispersion
indices proposed for tensor fields in [10]. The tensor field in Fig. 5 was used
in [10]. It has three areas where the tensors rotate about its three eigenvec-
tors respectively. Fig. 5 shows that 1) splay index is similar with dispersion
index, and bend index is similar with curving index; 2) the four distortion
indices are independent of tensor shapes, while curving and dispersion in-
dices are dependent on tensor shape; 3) when the principal directions are
well aligned, all distortion indices are close to zero, because they are cal-
culated based on the spatial difference of principal directions. Note that
dispersion and curving indices in [10] are only for tensor fields, while the
proposed distortion indices work for both tensor field and ODF field.
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splay bend twist total distortion

Fig. 4. Distortion indices calculated from different tensor fields.

Real data experiments. The real data is from Human Connectome
Project (HCP). It has three shells at b = 1000;2000;3000s=mm2, with 90 stag-
gered directions per shell. Non-negative spherical deconvolution (NNSD) [4]
was performed to estimate fiber ODFs from three shell DWI data. Peaks
were detected from the estimated fODFs with GFA larger than 0:3. OO and
OD were calculated from the spherical harmonic representation of fODFs
along their principal peaks. Fig. 6 demonstrated OO and OD maps from
fODFs, and the total distortion map estimated from the local orthogonal
frames of fODFs. The close-up views of fODFs, local orthogonal frames, the
six proposed indices for the red region, which is the crossing area of Corpus
Callosum and Fornix, were also visualized. The three orientations in the
local orthogonal frame in each voxel were visualized using three tubes in
red, blue and green color respectively. We performed whole brain stream-
line tractography on the fODF field using mrtrix 3. The voxels with GFA
larger than 0:3 were used as seed voxels to generate 10000 tracts by using
tckgen in mrtrix. The obtained fiber tracts cross the red region were col-
ored by the proposed six scalar indices and visualized using trackvis 4. Fig. 6
showed that 1) OO is high in anisotropic areas with well-aligned directions,
while OD is high in isotropic or crossing areas. 2) the four distortion indices

3http://www.mrtrix.org/
4http://trackvis.org

http://www.mrtrix.org
http://trackvis.org
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splay bend twist

dispersion curving total distortion

Fig. 5. Dispersion, curving [10], and the proposed four distortion indices
calculated from a tensor field.

are low in areas with well aligned principal directions, and zero in isotropic
voxels without peaks. 3) total distortion index is high in areas with highly
curved fibers or crossing fibers. 4) Although splay, bend, twist indices may
be separable (e.g., one is large while another one is close to zero) in synthetic
data, in real data, these three types of distortions normally occur together,
especially for bending and splaying.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a unified mathematical framework called Direc-
tor Field Analysis (DFA) to analyze a spherical function field and its ex-
tracted peaks. First, we define the orientational order (OD) and the orien-
tational dispersion (OD) indices in voxels. OD is more general and natural
than previous dispersion index proposed in NODDI [14]. Second, we de-
fine a local orthogonal frame in each anisotropic voxel with the principal
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peak as its first axis, and the other two axes describing the local spatial
change directions of principal peaks. Third, from the extracted local orthog-
onal frames in voxels, DFA estimates three distortion indices (splay, bend,
twist) which is able to distinguish three types of distortions, and a total
distortion index. To our knowledge, it is the first work to quantitatively de-
scribe orientational distortion (splay, twist, and bend) in diffusion MRI data.
Considering the proposed scalar indices are sensitive to different distortions
of principal directions, these indices have potential in voxel-based analysis
and tract-based analysis for group studies.
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OO OD total distortion

OO OD total distortion

splay bend twist

OO OD total distortion

splay bend twist

Fig. 6. First row: OO, OD and total distortion maps calculated from fODFs
in multi-shell HCP data. 2-3 rows: the close-up views of fODFs, local orthog-
onal frames, the six proposed indices in the red region. 4-5 rows: fiber tracts
cross the red region were colored by six indices.
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